In a recent paper in these Transactions")", I have considered the problem of determining this characteristic number given m, ch c2, ■ ■ ■ , ck and the k initial values Z70, Vi, ■ ■ ■ , Uk^i of the sequence (U), and I have reduced it to certain basic problems in the theory of higher congruences.% In the present paper, I am concerned with the following problem which I shall similarly reduce to a problem in the theory of higher congruences:
Given any positive integer s: to find the number of distinct sequences (£/) modulo m whose characteristic number is exactly equal to s.
2. I obtain here the following results.
(i) It suffices to determine the total number of purely periodic sequences (£/) modulu m whose characteristic number is at most equal to s. ( §3.)
(ii) It suffices to confine ourselves to the case when m = pN is a power of a prime p, and when the polynomial t Vol. 35 (1933) , pp. 600-628.1 shall refer to this paper as Trans I.
t Notably, to finding the least value of n such that A(x)(x"-1) = 0 (modd pN, B{x)) for any prime p and any assigned polynomials A {x) and B (x).
(iii) The problem thus delimited is equivalent to determining the total number of distinct polynomials U(x) of degree g A -1 modulo pN such that
where
This number can be immediately written down provided that we know the elementary divisors corresponding to the prime p of the matrix £ of the Sylvester éliminant of A(x) and B(x). ( §5.)
In another paper in these Transactions* I have made a detailed study of the congruence (2.2) and shown that if N ^X (where px is the first elementary divisor of the matrix £ of (iii) corresponding to the prime p) there exists a unique polynomial U(x) =A\-N(x), modulo pN, satisfying (2.2) of minimal degree in x and leading coefficient unity. Let the degree of A\_N (x) ( §6.) In this latter case, the number is therefore independent of N. 3. In the sections which follow, we shall use the German capital ÜD? for the double modulus m, f(x), writing
We shall otherwise use the same notation and terminology as in Trans I. In particular, the sequence (U) will be said to be "purely periodic" modulo m if it contains no non-repeating residues when considered modulo m. From Theorem 4.1, Trans I, it suffices to enumerate all the purely periodic sequences (17) with fixed characteristic number 5. For if the number of such sequences be denoted by $(s), the total number of sequences with characteristic number 5 may be obtained by multiplying \¡/(s) by a factor which is independent of 5.
(Trans I, part IV.)
By the fundamental theorem on page 606 of Trans I, the enumerative problem for purely periodic sequences is equivalent to the following problem in the theory of congruences to a double modulus:
To determine the total number of distinct polynomials £7(x) modulo m of degree ^k -1 such that
17(*)(*8 -1) ft 0 (SB) (l^R<S).
We can omit the restriction (3.2). For assume that (3.1) holds, and also that Í3.3) Uix)ixR-1) = 0 iW).
Then it is easily seen that for any integers L and M, uix)ix^+MR-i)»o im).
Choose L and M so that LS+MR = D, the greatest common divisor of 5 and R. Then uix)ixD -i) = 0 im).
That is, if (3.3) holds, it must hold for some integer^ =2? which is a divisor of 5. We may therefore replace condition (3.2) by Then we have reduced our problem to determining the total number of polynomials U(x) of degree ^ m -1, distinct modulo pN, such that
where ^> is a prime, while 
7=1
It is clear then that the number of distinct polynomials U(x) satisfying the conditions of (5.1) equals the number of distinct solutions Zi, z2, ■ ■ ■ , zm+n modulo pN of the system (5.4). This number was determined by H. J. S. Smith in a classical memoir.* Namely, let />x>, px>, ■ ■ ■ , px" be the successive elementary divisors of the matrix £ corresponding to the prime p. Then if r is so chosen that \r_i>N Xr, the number of distinct incongruent solutions of (5.4) is prN+*r+>*+i+-••+xt_ 6. We can express the number of solutions of the congruence (5.1) in quite a different manner by using some of the results obtained in my paper Trans II.
Let us assume that A^X, where px now denotes the first elementary divisor of the matrix £ defined in §5 corresponding to p. Then (Trans II, p. 255) U(x) must be of the form (6) U ( A0(x). Then Voix) is of degree ^m -1, ^4o(a;) is of degree a0, and Vi(x) of degree ^a0 -1. Hence ()o(a;) is of degree ^m -a0-1, so that we can write Qo(x) = qlxm-ao-1 + a2a;m-ao-2 -|-\-qm_a<¡ where 0^q,<px (j-1, 2, • • • , w-a0). Therefore, there are p*im-<">> possible polynomials Qo(x) for a given U(x). Next, we have A(x)Viix) m 0 (modd #*~l, 2?(*)), Fi(a;) =Çi(a;)^4i(a;)+^F2(a;) where F2(a;) is of lesser degree than .4i(a;). Then Vi(x) isof degree ao -1,^4i(a;) of degree ai, and V2(x) of degree g«i -l. Therefore Çi(a;) is of degree ^a0-«i -1, and reasoning as before, we see that there are p^-Vtes-aO possible polynomials Qiix) for a given U(x). Continuing in this manner, we see that there are ^»-»•)(a'-1-ar) possible polynomials Qrix) (O^r^X -1; a_i = w). Therefore there are in all j,X(m-a0) . a(X-l)(a0-oi) . ¿(X-2)(or1-o2).*aX-2-"X-l = -p*-m~ («O+T1-*"aX-l> polynomials U(x) satisfying the congruence (5.1) ; for it easily is seen that each choice of Qo(a;), • • • , Qx-i(a:) in formula (6.1) leads to a distinct polynomial U(x). and so on.
On determining the degrees of the polynomials Q^-n(x), Q\^n+i(x), ■ ■ • , we find that in this case there are px»>-(<>\-N+a\-N+i+-■ -+<rx-i> possible polynomials U(x).
On writing aN for ax-i+«x-2+ ■ ■ • +«x-w and k for m, we obtain the final result stated in the second section of this paper.
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